Synopsis
Some aspects of German radar calibration
Since the end of the Second World War, countless numbers of books and papers on radar and
its technology reached daylight. In the beginning, it was all Allied achievements that counted.
In my perception very little has been published on radar calibration, not to mention on aspects
of German solutions.
For this occasion, I would like to explain two unique technologies that solely had been
commenced in Germany; followed by two aspects of a more applied nature.
• First, the unique Rehbock artificial target apparatus FZG 64.
• Second, I would like to deal with a very exceptional technique, which was
commenced by PTR (an equivalent to NPL in Britain). They measured accurately λ of
SHF signal sources by means of an interferometer technique, based on the
fundamental principle of Michelson’s optical interferometer.
• Third, wave-meter type Rel mse 2032a for the S-Band radar spectrum. Particularly
between 3200 – 3800 MHz. This apparatus might basically not have been unique, it,
however, shows the German standard of this kind of test gear.
• Finally, I would like to examine how the output power of Würzburg – Mainz and its
successor Mannheim radar was measured. The latter technology might be in principle
not unique, since I cannot arbiter the fact whether in this country similar applications
existed. Being acquainted for nearly fifty years to the German approach of technical
tasks, their solutions most likely differ from what was commenced abroad.
I strongly believe though, that it still makes sense to deal with technical historical aspects.
Today’s technical evolution is advancing very rapidly and - state of the art - is having a life
cycle of, say, two up to five years. What to think of technology of seventy years ago?
Measurement and instrumentation is nowadays mainly relying on sophisticated embedded
software, where one is hardly be able to guess the purpose of systems from viewing the in-oroutside of boxes or frames. Will the next generation be in the position to explain - and
understanding - how problems were being solved some seventy years ago? You may think they are most likely not interested in these obsolete aspects at all. One has to accept this
opinion; but as long as there is still knowledge around – this Symposium is a good
opportunity to preserve virtually hidden information, before it might be vanished.
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Rehbock a revolutionary artificial target
Range calibration of radar systems might have been a technical desire from the early start of
its development. In many cases will be a geographical position of a church tower or another
specific landmark sufficient. However, landmarks are often to be measured at very low
elevations thus near to ground levels, with all the nuisance of strong ground clutter.
This might have been the reason that Telefunken came up with a complete new approach. As
so often, when a new solution for a problem is to be found, sparkling ideas might come up. It
was already common practice in the U.S. and maybe Britain as well to use in the SHF

spectrum an ‘echo box’. When we use the word – echo - this implies that a signal is to be
bounced from somewhere and to be picked up again. We have then to think of a kind of signal
transponder like is used in IFF systems1, when we would like to simulate farther distance
from a quite nearby test set. The main disadvantage of such a device is – that a signal is first
to be received, often being demodulated, delayed, and then retransmitted again towards the set
under consideration. This process is consequently taking time during a signal is inside the
electronic circuit. Introducing uncertainty factors, as not all parameters can be strictly
controlled. Especially not when a signal has extra to be delayed. This may not be a great
disadvantage as long as IFF signals are being concerned, but measuring within an accuracy of
say 10 meters2 it definitely is.

DE9070663 header
Runge – Urtel and Krause applied on 3 September 19404 for an invention on a:
Kontrolleinrichtung für die Laufzeit impulsförmiger elektrischer Schwingungen zur
Entfernungsmessung nach dem Rückstrahlprinzip ausnutzendes Sende-Empfangs-Gerät [1]
Briefly, they claimed: An apparatus for measuring time delay of pulsed electrical waves for
the purpose of measuring distance according the reflected-signals-principle of a transmitterreceiver-apparatus. Quite blurry language, but this is the way it often was worded in those
days. Always maintaining space for keeping their competitors down.
Pulsed radar signals should transmit sharp edged pulses, which are accompanied with a wide
signal spectrum. This implies that a transponder should also be able to handle at least similar
bandwidth. I am acquainted particularly with the figures of Würzburg radar, and its pulsewidth is 2 µs with sloping edges of 0.1µs. Thus, the antenna energy is rising from 0 to 8 kW
within about 10-7 s. considering the parameters; it is clear that with late 1930 techniques this
would have been a quite difficult task to manage.
Particularly Urtel and his group at EC3, which Telefunken laboratory was already working on
ultra-sonic techniques, may be regarded being the real inventor. [2, p.13]
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Also exploited as so-called secondary radar.
Given is: that in free space: c = 300,000 km/s → 10 m is taking 33 ns. The velocity of a regular coaxial cable
is, say, 0.66, thus the transition speed v is already reduced to 198,000 km/s (v is obeying to: c/√ ε and the
dielectric constant ε is also temperature dependable). It is evident that due to the influence of temperature and
other system parameters accurate system delay is very difficult to be obtained.
3
In older days also designated as DRP xxxx (Deutsches Reichspatent).
4
The patent was however granted on 21 March 1953. As the content of this patent was certainly secret, they
might not have pushed the application process forward during wartime; as a German competitor could have used
it when he had a need for it anyway, maybe only paying some compensation. Similarly happened in the U.S.,
maybe Britain as well.
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Figure 1 of patent application DE907066
Symbol b is representing an ultra-sonic delay line. In contrast to what one may think d is not
an electrical device but the equivalence of a mechanical situation; c may be regarded the
mechanical match onto a quartz crystal. Actually, the value of d is equal to ∞. This may seem
to be strange, but let us follow the way the real Rehbock apparatus was designed.

The basic principle of the Rehbock range calibrator5
The Rehbock antenna is circularly polarised and is to be placed exactly in line with the
spinning Würzburg dipole at a distance of 30 m6. (I have for simplicity neglected the
matching stubs between both dipole sections) (Umwegleitung).
Its principle is striking simple. The received strong Würzburg signal (560 MHz) is fed onto a
symmetrical mixer (LG2) and being down converted by means of a local oscillator such, that
at the IF band-filter we get a 25 MHz output signal. Like is done in normal super-heterodyne
receivers. The clever thing done is – that the band-filter is loaded with a quartz crystal, which
will respond by means of pulsed vibrations. Quartz crystals are piezo-electrical devices
converting an electrical signal into a mechanical vibration and inversely converting a
mechanical vibration into an electrical signal.
The clever solution was - to kit (mounting) at one side of the quartz crystal a glass delay line.
The quite strong mechanical quartz vibration is now being translated in to an ultra-sonic
sound wave, still having the shape of the original radar signal. The ultra-sonic burst waves are
then travelling towards the end of the glass line. We know from electrical line theory - that
5

Please consider for detail photos at: http://www.cdvandt.org/rehbock.htm
Conical scan was invented by Telefunken and its patent claim originated from 15 August 1937, granted
DE767460; on behalf of W. Stepp and W. Runge
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when a line is ‘open’ at its end, thus the travelling energy cannot be picked up, that the signal
will be reflected backwards. In this case towards the quartz crystal. The ultra-sonic wave
pattern is then arriving at the quartz crystal surface again, and is exploiting the piezo-electric
phenomenon, hence an electrical signal will be coming available at the IF band-filter. The
mixer stage is then up converting the signal at the original Würzburg radar frequency (560
MHz). Of course, its signal amplitude is lower, but on the other hand, the radar receiver is
ready for receiving weak signals. We may estimate that the remaining trajectory energy of
radar signals (Würzburg like systems) is in the order of 10-15 to 10-17!
The time delay inside the delay-line is about an eights of the transmission off time (266 – 2 =
254 µs). Why have they taken such a short time delay? Let us consider figure 2 of the
DE907066 patent claim.

The first reflection arrives at the coarse range screen at a distance of about 4.5 km
However, why have they drawn some more targets? We have to go back to the mechanical
match of the glass line versus the crystal surface. There apparently is some slight mismatch
causing a partial reflection of the ultra-sonic waves towards the open end of the delay line here the wave is being fully reflected towards the crystal again. This process is repeating
several times. Of course, each time having less mechanical energy available, as each quartz
vibration interval is consuming some portion of the mechanical (ultra-sonic) energy.
Consequently, its electrical signal is also becoming weaker (finally vanishing). This is well
illustrated in the above drawing. Our Würzburg apparatus is showing signals down to about
30 km range7. This may also be due to the fact that we do not operate the system in the way as
described above. However, we absorb the transmitter energy in a special dummy load
(described later) and the necessary Rehbock signal is being coupled inductively by means of
self-designed bidirectional coupler. Of which my aim is simplicity instead of optimal signal
7

Please consider our Würzburg-Rep page: http://www.cdvandt.org/wurzburg_rep.htm

transfer. In addition, the way the coaxial cable is being matched onto the Rehbock
symmetrical antenna input might cause some signal loss.

The open end of the glass line is clearly visible
The fixation of the (coaxial) glass line is assured by felt-disks
Did it all work soundly straight from the beginning? No!
They encountered in the beginning very fuzzy reflections hidden within an extremely noisy
environment. It took some time to disclose the problem. It was finally discovered that the
ultra-sonic waves were reflected at the interface inside the glass rod randomly, causing
multipath signal trajectories. The solution eventually was to sinter at the outer glass-rodsurface glass-dust having the same properties (please see previous photo)
Let us follow the wording of an U.S. report on Rehbock of 1946:
... The waves travel with a speed characteristic to the type of glass (proximally 6000 m/sec)
through the rod8. …The high-frequency of 25 megacycles (actually 26.1 MHz, AOB) is
necessary for the complete transformation of the wide pulse spectrum, and produces in the
glass a wave length of only 0.2 mm. … The glass rods as used in practice cause little
distortion of the reflected pulses, thereby presenting the original pulse shape. …The glass is
chosen so as to have the smallest temperature coefficient relative to the delay time, which is
only 3 x 10-6 per degree (K, AOB). Because of this property, it is possible to consider the rods
as presenting normal delay time. [3] [3a]

8
According FZG64 manual: the ultra-sonic sound pulses remained 34 µs inside the glass rod (thus 2 x 17 µs).
Neglecting that signals travelled sometimes several times the trajectory. [4] Their estimation might be taking into
account that the last pulse is to be too weak to be considered.

The Rehbock radar signal transponder
The circularly polarised Rehbock antenna9 had exactly to be brought in line with the central
system axis of the spinning (defocused) dipole of the Würzburg apparatus.

The distance between both antennae has to be exactly 30 m
9

The top dome above the crossed dipoles is covering the antenna matching lines.

I trust that the above setup is self explaining. Not well known is, that there existed a very
simply way to guarantee that both antennae axis were exactly in line. In the upper half of the
small (and Giant) Würzburg disk there exists a small ‘peep hole’. At the upper plane of the
Rehbock antenna reflector (the flat reflector disk) they mounted (attached) a reflecting mirror.
When the technician looks through the peep hole (using a fixed optical apparatus), he could
point the azimuth and elevation of the Würzburg antenna such that he clearly sees the
Rehbock mirror reflection. The advantage was also, that the reflection of the erected mast
carrying the Rehbock apparatus was not visible at the radar screen, as the distance of 30 m
was within the off-range of the system, caused by system blanking of Würzburg (T/R delay)
(we may estimate being about 400 m); and they did not encounter the annoyance of ground
clutter.
Was Rehbock only meant for checking Würzburg systems? No. The only thing that counted,
omitting the frequency spectrum, was the time delay within the delay line. There existed
Rehbock like systems for Lichtenstein b/c, FuG 212, FuG 220 Lichtenstein SN2 and other
apparatus10.

Calibration plate of our Rehbock apparatus. Last apparatus calibration was accomplished on
14 February 1945
We can see that type FZG 64 was meant for: Würzburg (small and Giant), Mainz and
Mannheim. Three, in my perception, interesting parameters is to be noticed. That distance
was calibrated in 5 m steps – that the transition time within the delay-line is not exactly a
multiple of the previous passing through, and that during our apparatus calibration intervals,
the delay-time was tending to be longer. I guess that this could have been caused by the state
of affairs between the glass rod and the mechanical surface of the quartz crystal (kit and
quartz mounting and ageing). The type plate may indicate that the delay-line had been once
replaced, as two different serial numbers are being listed.
Rehbock was a very delicate and expensive apparatus, and special calibration parties travelled
around and visited radar stations about every three months11.
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Thus they only differed in their glass-rod lengths.
About 1500 Rehbock systems should have been around. Whether this figure concerned all versions or FZG64
only I cannot say.
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A curious method of measuring SHF wavelengths rather accurately
Measuring frequency precisely was mostly done by referring to harmonics of signal
standards. This is quite simple as long as we have to deal with signals up to about 100 MHz.
When we go up to say 1000 MHz, it is becoming a more delicate task. Let us estimate that a
quartz reference is having a temperature coefficient of 10-6 or 10-7 K-1 (1 or 0.1 ppm), in those
days an extremely good figure). The latter was not available for field applications. Every Hz
deviation caused by a single degree temperature deviation in the S-Band spectrum (10 cm) a
frequency deviation of 3 kHz. Nevertheless, we also have to take into account that we have to
refer to the 3000th harmonics! However, who is counting them? I know, of course, that phase
locking at higher frequency standards is an option, but, these hardly existed for higher
frequency spectra. Nevertheless, interpolation is a delicate process. Not to think of 10 GHz
were we have to deal with 10,000th harmonics! Given the relation between frequency and
wavelength, which is obeying to: ƒ x λ = c, we could also measure λ. On lower frequencies
often Lecher-line like arrangements were used. A slotted line like precision setup is a
possibility, but still is not simple to maintain accurately.
No wonder that some may have searched for different ways solving this task. Well known for
measuring phenomena in respect to (visible) light is the so-called Michelson interferometer;
originating from the late 19th century12. Wouldn’t it be possible to employ similar techniques
for measuring λ in the cm or mm spectra? Dr. W. Schaffeld of the German PTR13 in Berlin
found it worth to investigate this aspect. I cannot judge when they went in to this project, but I
estimate it might have been about 1942, maybe earlier. Curious projects often tend to be
forgotten about, and we are lucky to rely on a first class Allied investigation report called:
Progress in Time and Radio Frequency Measurement at the P.T.R. Heidelberg14. [5]
PTR at Heidelberg? Let us go back to wartime Berlin. Up to, say, mid 1943 Berlin was not
seriously bombed. However, this changed from mid 1943 onwards and it was decided to
move their Institution of Standards out of Berlin. A process that was also underway for many
strategic entities. It was moved to Thüringen and continued, perhaps equipped less lavishly,
with work that was in the interest of the country. The U.S. troops occupied Thüringen and
Anhalt in April 1945, although, it was already agreed upon that this area should come under
Russian occupation. Whatever the U.S. motivations might have been, they used their
temporarily stay as efficient as possible. They moved everything relevant to them out of
future Russian zone. They must have put enormous efforts in transporting sometimes entire
industries (as far as movable). After the Russians came-in they discovered that not much of
relevance had been left!15
Among the displaced or evacuated entities was PTR, and they were displaced to Heidelberg
for the time being. The FIAT 895 deals mainly with work done in Berlin and later in
Thüringen.
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Please consider for information: Wikipedia
Now called PTB which is equivalent to British NPL
14
Bericht über die im Hochfrequenzlaboratorium entwickelten Interferometer nach Michelson.
15
They also moved from Dessau aircraft, parts and machinery of the Junkers Flugzeug-Werke.
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The principle setup of Schaffeld’s HF interferometer, based on Michelson’s construction
Basically, a signal source (Sender) is providing, like optical light, an EM field radiated
(directed) towards a half (semi) reflecting mirror16, which is called, according to my friend
Jan ten Have, a ‘beam splitter’ (although I would prefer a half-silvered mirror or pellicle
mirror) allowing that 50 % of the energy will path through it and 50 % is being deflected,
obeying to the law of surface reflection. Half the signal power is passing, without deflection,
through the mirror and will eventually arriving at the surface of mirror number 3 (each mirror
crossing is encountering twice refraction). The other half of the signal power is deflected
towards mirror 2. Two signal paths are thereafter being reflected by both mirrors 2 and 3 arriving about the same time at mirror 1 again. The previously deflected signal ray will now
passing through mirror 1. The previously not deflected signal will be deflected; both signal
trajectories will arrive at the detector (sensor) and shall coincide there. The advantage of such
a setup is, that wavelength is directly measurable by means of a mechanical displacement.
That it is not easy to determine the half wave intervals may become clear when we notice, for
instance, the chart “Kurve” number 4. [5, p. 86]

Chart expressing ½ λ versus the numbers of wave lengths replacements
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According Schaffeld, they used for mirror 1 in first instance glass mirrors, thereafter they used metal ones.
What their profile was I do not know. Maybe like fine structured polarisation strips. These would however, be
sensitive to the polarisation plane of the HF field. Maybe they used special grid mashes, like used in “lighthouse
valves”.

Ideal would have been when the exact intervals of ½ λ expressed this situation
But this is not the case. Don’t make the same mistake as Heinrich Hertz once did - as he
regarded this value being the wavelength. It represents only half of a wave, hence the
measured mechanical value has to be doubled first.
According Schaffeld’s report the mechanical displacement accuracy of mirror 3 was 2 x 10-2
mm, which could be moved over distance of 400 mm. Putting more effort in enhancing the
accuracy of the mechanical system was yet useless, as the frequency stability of their various
signal sources was less than the actually mechanical achievements. It was however,
considered that new magnetron design could allow wavelength accuracies in the order of 10-4.
Statistically it was possible to increase accuracy, but this demanded a rather time consuming
undertaken. However in the FIAT report is given an example: ½ λ = 1.9123 cm. Rather
impressive I believe. [5, p.83]
They actually built two different interferometer types, one for higher spectra which was
covered inside a metal case (reaching into mm waves), and the open setup as is principally
shown in the previous figure and next figure.
They encountered sometimes not yet understood measurement results. It took them sometimes
pain striking experiments to determine what the cause was. It is understandable that their
setup was relatively small to λ compared with Michelson’s Interferometer in respect to the
wavelength of visible light. Important was to keep enough free space around the lower
spectrum setup; as it was an entirely open one.

Whether this was a setup in Heidelberg or previously in Thüringen I cannot judge
Maybe mirror 2 is on the left hand side just outside the scope of the camera.

All mirrors were adjustable in horizontal as well as in the vertical plane.
Detection of signal was also a matter of concern, as this might influence sensitivity of the
setup, causing a gap of uncertainty. The disadvantage of detector diode is, that they act at low
voltages non linear- as well as a quite insensitive device.
When the position of, for instance, mirror 3 is being moved, this will causing a sinusoidal
changing interference pattern. Problems were countered by introducing an additional detector
diode placed electrically anti-parallel onto the regular detector diode. This diode was,
however, mounted just at the output section of the signal source (within the antenna horn). Its
signal output was injected (dc?) in such a manner that the signals were nevertheless in the
same order of magnitude. The result of this modification was - that the working point of
detector was moved from the non linear curve section towards the linear conducting curve
slope. Resulting in a far more sensitive detector stage. According Schaffeld the sensitivity
increased 100 : 1. In my perception a quite impressive figure without pre-amplification. An
additional advantage was, that their was no need for exactly compensating the off-set of the
detector.
It is favourable to keep the distance between mirror 1 versus mirrors 2 and 3 about equal. As
to check appropriate mirror settings they introduced a glowing filament mounted in the
transmitter horn. By this means it became optically possible to adjust mirror 2 and 3 in respect
to mirror 1. They used for a while real glass mirrors. A problem caused the sharp edge of the
semi mirror perimeter. This is still a fundamental physical problem in Stealth techniques17.
They came around this downside by reducing the sharpness of the (perimeter) surface edge.
A scientific approach necessitated a wide range of tests in qualitative and quantitative respect.
Some measurement series took, for instance, 400 different system settings; as all parameters
concerned had to be considered. Finding out why parameters were acting the way they
actually did, is sometimes pain striking.
They claimed to have covered for practical reasons: λ from 6.8 cm down to 3.7 mm, divided
over two different interferometer apparatus (one open and one screened setup for the upper
frequency spectrum).
Schaffeld was according FIAT report 895 engaged in several projects; he himself might not
have dedicated all his time to the interferometer project. But, we may assume that this subject
was dealt with for several years. Whether its application was becoming obsolete because of
changing circumstances I don’t know. PTR was in the meantime also responsible for all
German standards and the interferometer project might eventually have got a low priority or
simply being abandoned. Looking on Google for PTB (as it is called since 1954) applications
in the field of interferometers, we get a wide range of hits though, not particularly in the field
we just have discussed.

The SHF wave meter to the Berlin radar systems type Rel mse 2032a
During a talk in Doncaster for the IET in September 2010, someone most kindly gave us a
wave meter belonging to German 9 cm radar apparatus. The only German radar system
operating in this spectrum was based on Berlin technology. Berlin radar was in fact derived
from British H2S18.
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Mie (pronounce it like: me), to my understanding working for Telefunken, did a lot theoretical work on it.
Please consider my CAVMAG 2010 contribution: http://www.cdvandt.org/CAVMAG-2010Wartime%20Struggle.pdf
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It is in mint condition and contained, rather rarely, all necessary papers - such as calibration
booklet and some drawing copies.

Siemens Rel mse 2032a Wellenmesser

Shown is the reading scale of the Berlin wave meter
It is calibrated in frequency as well as in wavelength. On the right hand side is the tuning
knob with attached scale-nonius (vernier scale). The red scale pointer is set on the far left at
‘0’.

The “Holraum-Frequenzmesser19” first page of the accompanied calibration booklet
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Cavity frequency meter.

Of interest is also an included hidden letter:

Sigeso20 was a British entity that dealt with sophisticated German electronic techniques
In the spring of 1946 there was an exhibition held at Earl’s Court in London. Shown was
everything what might be of interest to British science or industry. Displayed was: V-2,
various kinds of anti-aircraft missiles, navigational beacons like Hermion,
Bernhard/Bernhardine and many more devices. Apparently this wave meter was among the
displayed items.
For me interesting is the deviation between the calibration charts and the actually measured
frequency. I believe that ¼ MHz versus 3200 MHz is to be regarded being a very good value.
Siemens must have possessed rather good frequency and mechanical standards. But, company
standards are generally of a second class order and the main standard might have been kept at
PTR, maybe not in Thüringen, but somewhere. This is the main reason why I have discussed
an aspect of PTR’s work previously.
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SIGESO stands for: SubCommittee for the Investigation of German Electronic and Scientific Organisation

In the centre we see the HF opening where signal is to be picked up
This method assured that there exist a lose mutual coupling from outside towards the tuned
cavity. This fact is also noticed in the Sigeso paper: Excited through hole in end, which does
not overcouple the cavity. As we know, mutual over coupling is also causing detuning, hence,
effecting calibration.

Power measurements of Würzburg and related radar systems
Measuring the radiated power of radar apparatus was in those days not always a simple
undertaken. Of course, caloric measurements was known, but might be tricky. One may think
why? First, the shape of the transmission pulse may differ sometimes. Second, the real
transmitted power per second is strongly dependant upon system PRF. Although, huge power
is mentioned, the actual energy per second (W/s) is still rather limited.
The reason is quite simple to be understood. Let us consider that the transmitter pulse lasts 2
µs and the PRF is, like Würzburg and related apparatus21, the total duration of transmitter
energy is 3750 x 2 µs = 7500 µs22 → 0.0075 s out of 1 s. 8 kW (8 KVA) x 0.0075 making 60
W/s. Not quite much I suppose. The transmitter input may be regarded for simplicity being
120 W. The problem with pulsed transmitters is, that it should be capable providing still high
current pulses. Hence, power supplies and cathodes should be designed still robust.
Power meters often convert an applied voltage at a given impedance as an indication of the
available energy23. But, what is it indicating when pulse signals is to be dealt with? The
implication is, that such apparatus has to calibrated (compensated) for the expected pulsewidth in conjunction with system PRF.
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Mainz (FuSE63) and Mannheim (FuSE64) were equipped with LS180 PA valves in push-pull and provided
16 kW antenna power; whereas FuSE62D and Giant Würzburg FuSE65D both generated only 8 kW (having
single LS180).
22
For simplicity neglecting the rise and fall time of the pulse slopes.
23
P = U² / R

Let us consider a solution that was employed for calibrating Würzburg like radar systems.
Whatever system was measured, two parameters must have been equal: pulse-width and PRF,
in this case being: 2 µs and 3750 Hz (= 266 µs).

Power type Ln20978 [6]
Its basic principle still relies on the fact that some HF voltage is measured at the point where
the antenna cable enters the 70 ohms dummy-load (W 1)24. They used an already long time
existing technique known as “Kompensationsverfahren”. In Britain known as Potentionmeter
technique. Relying basically on Poggendorff’s concept of the late1820s. When one would like
to know the value of a voltage, it is possible to compare it with a given voltage in the way that
both voltages are exactly becoming equal – so that there does not flow an equalisation current
either way.

The basic principle of voltage compensation
The calibration of the current meter in the centre is not relevant, as it only should indicate that
there is no equalisation current passing. This technique was commonly used up to the 1950s.
It actually makes it a function of a defined voltage reference (U2).
24

C 2 together with the static capacitance of diode Rö 2 constitutes a voltage divider. As long as their
parameters are given, the circuit designer will take care of it.

Let us go back to the principle of the Würzburg power meter. W 6 is providing a voltage
which value is indicated at the scale of instrument J3. The equalisation current is indicated by
means of instrument J1. U1 in the above drawing represents the HF voltage on consideration,
at the 70 ohms dummy-load25. For better understanding the equivalence of U1 is actually
being stored in capacitor C1 of the schematic; W2 and C1 is constituting a low-pass filter.
It is, however, not necessary to measure radar power exactly in watts; maybe within a few
hundred is more realistically. Those acquainted with system parameters will be aware that
some system modules are giving better performance than do other ones. Systems are tested in
a way that average values have to be kept within certain limits. Hence, some Würzburg
transmitters might have provided more (antenna) power than did some other sets.

The power meter with front panel being removed
On the left we see the typical shape of a HF dummy-load, which should guarantee that the
coaxial resistor – acting still as a coaxial line - is having at all points of the line the
appropriate impedance (up to the end at ground level, where it is becoming zero ohm);
obeying to the ratio D/d = 3 (for 70 ohm with air dielectric). On the right is the measuring
module. Moving coil meter J1 has a centre null (0). Let us go back to the schematic, it is
evident that equalisation current can only flow in single direction as the diode is preventing to
do so in the opposite way. The procedure is that one has to increase voltage provided from
W6 until the meter just reaches null (zero). U3 is temporarily increasing meter sensitivity.
25

Most German HF systems were based on 70 ohm technology.

Signal power is finally indicated at the J3 meter-scale. To ascertain that HF diode Rö2 is
having sufficient emission, a pre-test calibration procedure is foreseen.

The power meter is indicating that about 3750 watt HF is being fed measured
Please notice, that we normally operate our Würzburg system with reduced output power. (By
means of simply lowering the anode voltage)
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